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Executive Summary  

 

The arts matter for at least four sets of reasons: first because creativity, culture and the arts 
are essential to our wellbeing and valuable in their own right as uniquely irreplaceable 
human activities; second for the individual and personal benefits that they confer by 
enabling us to imagine, invent, interpret and communicate diverse ways of seeing the 
world; third for the communal and societal value and diversity that they create, promote 
and share; and fourth for the value that they add to our reputation globally and for their 
potential to strengthen Ireland’s role in bilateral relationships by enriching common ground.  

John Tusa, former Director of The Barbican in London puts it like this: “The arts matter 
because they embrace, express and define the soul of a civilisation. A nation without arts 
would be a nation that had stopped talking to itself, stopped dreaming, and had lost interest 
in the past and lacked curiosity about the future." 
(https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/32734042- 
engaged-with-the-arts ) 
 

One of the most important things we do is that we create new things, new intellectual 
property, new ways of seeing and thinking and doing. My view is that there is now a 
significant convergence of what creativity and the arts can offer, and what Ireland needs to 
add muscle to its strategic positioning and its approaches to areas a diverse as health, 
diplomacy, trade, education and FDI. Irish artists embody the values that the rest of 
indigenous exporting service and product industries must emulate: authenticity, excellence, 
creativity, inclusiveness,differentiation–auniquecontributionthatisrecognisedandvalued 
around the world. 
Artists and people who choose a career in the creative industries have some things in 
common, skills that we can all use and that we all need right now. In the language of 
management these include: developing and adapting a clear vision, managing uncertainty, 
maximising the return from scant resources that are erratically and unevenly distributed, 
planning strategically in a volatile and dynamic environment whose key constant is change.  
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